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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Automatic driving can only be enabled if the vehicle has a full perception of its environment and in 

particular of the dynamic evolution of others mobiles which are in its vicinity. The road topology 

(intersection, curves, high of a slop…etc.), the traffic context (others vehicles, trucks…etc.) and 

building / natural (e.g. Mountains) environment are disturbing such full perception as they make 

some obstacle to the perception being obtained via actual vehicles’ sensors such as cameras, radars, 

lidars.  

The PAC V2X project (Perception Augmented by Cooperation V2X) purpose is to augment the 

vehicles perception of their environment via a cooperation between the infrastructure and the 

vehicles themselves. In such context, the vehicles will fuse collected data by means of their own 

sensors with data received by I2V (Infrastructure to Vehicle) and V2V (Vehicle to Vehicle) local 

telecommunication. Road Side Unit will use also sensors (Cameras, radars) to rely on their own 

perception which will be shared with equipped vehicles.   

Five services are considered during this project, they are: 

 Intersection crossing assist 

 Lane merging assist 

 Lane change assist 

 Wrong way driving warning 

 Contextual speed adaptation 

These services will be supported by distributed local applications and will be assessed and 

demonstrated via some particular use cases. Two categories of applications, road safety and traffic 

management, will be considered. 

This document specifies the services, applications and use cases to be developed as well as their 

functional and operational requirements specifications necessary for the development and validation 

of the supporting system. Note that not all the use cases specified in this document will be 

developed.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This document provides the general specifications of services, applications and use cases which will 

be developed during the PAC V2X project. It provides the functional and operational requirements of 

the applications with the objective to support the specified services.  

1.1 System Overview 
Figure 1.1 provides a simple summary of the system which is considered in the project to enable the 

operation of the targeted applications supporting the specified services.  

 

Figure 1.1 System overview. 

The two main elements of the system are the vehicles which can be or not equipped with standard C-

ITS technology and the Road Side Unit (RSU) which have some perception means (radars, cameras) 

and have standard C-ITS technology.  

Some particular applications are also requesting the intervention of a traffic light controller or traffic 

management centre supervising the operation of the road infrastructure. Such interventions can be 

achieved either using a cellular network (e.g. 3G or 4G) or a terrestrial network (e.g. optical fibre 

network). 

1.2 Environment and context 
The project will focus on two particular environments which are the motorway and the urban 

environments.  
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During a long time we will be facing a heterogeneous road traffic environment constituted of at least 

four categories of vehicles which will have to cohabite. These four categories of vehicles are: 

 Vehicles which are not automated and which are not equipped with cooperative systems (C-

ITS). These vehicles are the large majority of today and will stay predominating during 10 to 

20 years. Vehicles which include some cellular connectivity belong to this category since the 

existing cellular network is not able to satisfy some critical response time enabling collision 

avoidance. These vehicles will be called « BASIC VEHICLES » 

 Vehicles which are not automated and are equipped with Cooperative ITS phase 1 

communication system. These vehicles will be called « COOPERATIVE VEHICLES » 

 Vehicles which are not automated and are conforming to PAC V2X (with Cooperative ITS 

phase 2 communication system). These vehicles will be called « PAC V2X COOPERATIVE 

VEHICLES »  

 Vehicles, which are equipped with some perception means (lidar, radar, camera etc.), and 

are conforming to PAC V2X.  Its local perception system allows the vehicle to detect road 

marks and objects based on the data obtained from the sensors. These vehicle can be partly 

or fully automated. These vehicle will be called « PAC V2X AUTOMATED VEHICLES ». 

As it is today, the driver (the supervision system in a case of an automated vehicle) is the decision 

maker in any manoeuvre of the vehicle (acceleration, deceleration, turning, braking, and etc.). 

Hence, the main objective of the project is to aid the driver (the supervision system) in making safer, 

smoother, and more efficient vehicle control by providing an augmented perception regarding its 

environment. The augmented perception is obtained not only by cooperation between the 

perception and communication systems, but also some level of intelligence added by road side 

equipment and central systems. Specifically, the road side equipment and the central systems can 

provide valuable suggestions, such as optimal speed advisory, based on their knowledge about the 

environment and the traffic situation. 

1.3 Definitions 
New safety services are developed for cooperative vehicles and of course automatic vehicles which 

are integrating some cooperative systems. The objective of these new safety services is to avoid a 

collision between the equipped vehicle and others mobiles including vulnerable road users (VRU) and 

other vehicles. Collision avoidance will be obtained mainly via two different actions:  

 Slowing down the vehicle by a human action or triggering an emergency brake if a human 

action could be not effective.  

 Staying in the lane the vehicle is evolving in case of a lane change could be leading to a 

collision with another vehicle (e.g., coming from the opposite direction). 

Services are supported by applications (see Figure 1.2) which are analysing continuously the traffic 

situation via collected and received data and then are able to detect a risk of collision leading to an 

immediate action (Human warning or automatic). These applications are distributed in cooperative 

elements of the system such as the vehicles which are evolving locally and road side unit. 
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From these applications several use cases are derived taking into account some particular 

environmental situations and some traffic evolution contexts.  

Applications are based on software programs which can be downloaded from some configuration 

management systems, such enabling the corrective and evolutive maintenance of them. 

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

APPLICATION

USE CASES

SUPPORT DERIVED

PROVIDE
VALUE

 

Figure 1.2. Relationship between services, applications and use cases. 

As represented in Figure 1.2, applications are supporting customer’ services. Use cases are derived 

from applications by selecting targeted environment and traffic contexts. Use cases are providing 

value to services.  

Note: In this traffic safety and traffic management context, the customer’ services are related to road 

safety and traffic management. In others context like telecommunication, customer’ services may be 

pure telecommunication services. However, for achieving traffic safety and traffic management, the 

support applications will have to rely on some support telecommunication services located in the 

facilities layers.  

Applications will be realized through the integration of distributed functions which will be 

cooperating together. The distribution will be achieved on the three main elements of the system 

(vehicles, road side equipment (road side unit / Traffic light controller), central system (e.g. Traffic 

management system). The main functions are: 

 Sensing and pre-processing (e.g. relevance check), 

 Perception, data exchange, and data fusion, 

 Decision support following the analysis of fused data, 
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 Action execution following the decision (alert or recommendation to the driver / automated 

action on the vehicle). 

An example of an application is provided for the intersection crossing assist service: “Intersection 

control”. Other applications will be necessary for the other services which are considered by the 

project.   

The following are the definitions of the terms used in this document. 

Augmented perception module: a software module at a PAC V2X RSU or a vehicle that interprets the 

surrounding environment by processing information obtained from the local perception and V2X 

communication modules. 

Cooperative Vehicle: Cooperative and PAC V2X Cooperative Vehicles. 

Intersection controller: ITS functionality that monitors the status of an intersection and, when 

requested, it provides prioritised intersection crossing to specific type of vehicles, such as public 

transport vehicles. If the intersection is a signalised intersection, such a prioritised intersection 

crossing is realised by controlling the traffic lights. Specifically, if a public transport vehicle requested 

a prioritised intersection crossing, the intersection controller can change the signal status so that the 

public transport vehicle can cross the intersection in a prioritised manner. The intersection controller 

communicates with V C-ITS S via the R C-ITS S, installed at the intersection.  

ITS application: association of two or more complementary ITS-S applications 

ITS service: service provided by an ITS application to the user of ITS 

ITS station: functional entity specified by the ITS station (ITS-S) reference architecture 

ITS-S application: fragment of an ITS application available at an ITS station that uses ITS-S services to 

connect to one or more other fragments of the same ITS application. 

Local perception module: a software module at a PAC V2X RSU or a PAC V2X automated vehicle that 

interprets the surrounding environment by processing information obtained from sensors (camera, 

radar, lidar,…) of the RSU or the vehicle 

PAC V2X RSU: Road Side Unit is identifying an unit which is incorporating a RSU C-ITS Station (R C-ITS 

S) and some other functionalities such as perception units (sensors) and distributed application 

elements. In the rest of this document, the term PAC V2X RSU will be used as soon as the RSE will be 

incorporating a R C-ITS S. 

PAC V2X Vehicle: PAC V2X Cooperative and PAC V2X Automative Vehicles 

R ITS-S S: Road Side Unit functional entity specified by the ITS station (ITS-S) reference architecture   

RSE: Generic term identifying a road side equipment which may incorporate or not a RSU C-ITS 

Station (R C-ITS S). For example, a Traffic Light Controller is responding to this definition.  

V ITS-S S: Vehicle functional entity specified by the ITS station (ITS-S) reference architecture 
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1.4 ACCRONYMS 
ASN.1: Abstract Syntax Notation One 

ASN.1 U PER: ASN.1 Unaligned Packet Encoding Rules 

CCH: Control Channel 

C C-ITS S: Central C-ITS Station 

C-ITS S: Cooperative – ITS Station 

ISA: Intelligent Speed Adaptation 

ITS: Intelligent Transport System 

FOV: Field of View 

LDM: Local Dynamic MAP 

MIB: Management Information Base 

R C-ITS S: Road side unit ITS Station 

RSE: Road Side Equipment 

RSU: Road Side Unit 

SNMP: Simple Network Management Protocol 

TLC: Traffic Light Controller 

V ITS S: Vehicle ITS Station 

VRU: Vulnerable Road User 

1.5 Summary of selected applications and use cases 
The applications and their use cases being selected by the project are summarized in the table 1.5.1 

below.  

Table 1.1 Selected use cases. 

APPLICATION SERVICE USE CASES OVERVIEW 

Collision 
Avoidance 

Intersection 
Crossing Assist 

Traffic Light 
Violation 
Warning 

Alert provided to the driver or to 
the automated vehicle for an 
immediate crash avoidance action 
(e.g. emergency braking).  

Traffic 
Management 
Assistance 

Traffic 
Scheduling 
Assist  

Assistance to driver or automated 
vehicle to cross an intersection in an 
optimal way. This use case includes 
the priority vehicles such as 
emergency and public transport.   
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Traffic 
Management 
Assistance 

Lane Merging 
Assist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Motorway 
Access Assist 

Assistance for the smooth traffic 
insertion of vehicles entering a 
motorway.  

Collision 
Avoidance and 
Traffic 
Management 
Assistance 

Active 
Roadwork 
Warning 

Alert provided to the driver or to 
the automated vehicle when 
entering an active (involving active 
workers) roadwork area for an 
immediate action (e.g. emergency 
brake).  

Traffic 
Management 
Assistance 

Lane Change Assist Motorway 
Tolling Assist 

Assistance for the safe change of 
lane at a tolling station level (for 
example for the traffic balancing 
between all tolling posts).  

Collision 
Avoidance 

Overtaking 
with Limited 
Perception 

Assistance / Warning for overtaking 
in limited perception situations. This 
is mainly focusing at a BUS Stop 
level.  

Collision 
Avoidance 

Wrong Way 
Driving  

Motorway 
Access via an 
Exit Warning 

Alert provided to the driver or the 
automated vehicle when engaging 
in a countersense. Alerts provided 
to others vehicles for immediate 
crash avoidance actions.   

Safety and Traffic 
Management 
Assistance 

Contextual Speed 
Adaptation 

Speed Limit 
Adaptation 

Provision of dynamic (variables) 
speed limits related to the traffic, 
pollution or safety context. This 
shall lead to immediate action on 
the vehicle speed limit adaptor (ISA: 
Intelligent Speed Adaptation).  

  

1.6 Requirements building and identification 
Several categories of requirements are proposed in this document: 

 Generic Functional Requirements: are applicable to all services / applications functions 

being considered. This category of requirements will be identified as GFRxx (Generic 

Functional Requirement, xx being a number distinguishing it from others of the same 

category).   

 Generic Operational Requirements: are applicable to all services / application being in an 

operational state (normal or exceptional). This category of requirements will be identified as 

GORxx (Generic Operational Requirements, xx being a number distinguishing it from others 

of the same category).  

 Generic Application Functional Requirements: are applicable to all use cases being derived 

from a given application function. This category of requirements will be identified as GAFRxx 
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(Generic Application Functional Requirements, xx being a number distinguishing it from 

others of the same category).   

 Generic Application Operational Requirements: are applicable to all use cases being derived 

from a given application being in an operational state. This category of requirements will be 

identified as GAORxx (Generic Application Operational Requirements, xx being a number 

distinguishing it from others of the same category).  

 Particular Use Case Functional Requirements: are particular to a specific use case derived 

from a given application function. This category of requirements will be identified as 

PUCFRxx (Particular Use Case Functional Requirements, xx being a number distinguishing it 

from others of the same category).  

 Particular Use Case Operational Requirements: are particular to a specific use case derived 

from a given application being in an operational state. This category of requirements will be 

identified as PUCORxx (Particular Use Case Operational Requirements, xx being a number 

distinguishing it from others of the same category). 

2 GENERIC REQUIREMENTS 

2.1 Generic Functional Requirements 
This section identifies the functional requirements which are generic to all applications supporting 

road safety – collision avoidance services and traffic management services.  

GFR01: C-ITS Stations developed in PAC V2X shall be as much as possible backward compatible with 

the SCOOP@F C-ITS Stations. 

GFR02: A Road Side Unit (RSU) C-ITS Station, properly positioned, shall be constantly broadcasting 

PAC V2X compliant standard messages to vehicles C-ITS Stations. These standard messages must be 

generic enough to be able to evolve to support the security message exchanges for collision 

avoidance, traffic management applications and use cases derived therefrom. 

Note: The rational for a constant broadcasting is to inform the approaching vehicles of the 

perception supports being offered by the R C-ITS S. Such information may enable an automated 

vehicle to stay in an autonomous mode even in a critical environmental or traffic situation.  

GFR03: The Road Side Unit shall be configured in such a way to be compliant to the particular traffic 

rules being set-up in the state hosting it. 

GFR04: Road Side Unit C-ITS Stations shall have the functional perception capabilities to enhance the 

perception of vehicle C-ITS Stations according to particular applications and use cases functional 

requirements. This supplementary perception may be obtained by the use of data from performant 

sensors fused with data collected from approaching cooperative vehicles.   

GFR05: PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of identifying the type of road users (truck, automobile, 

motorcycle, bicycle, pedestrian…etc.).  It also shall have the functional capabilities to identify the 

category of vehicle (basic vehicle, cooperating vehicle, PAC V2X compliant vehicle, automated 

vehicle) based on the messages received from the C ITS S with the objective of cooperating with him, 
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as far as possible, to achieve collision avoidance or traffic management of the supporting 

applications.  

GFR06: PAC V2X compliant vehicles shall be signalling in their standardised basic messages that they 

are compliant to phase 2 cooperative systems deployment.  

GFR07: The communication profiles (access layer technology, network protocol and transport 

protocol) shall be respecting the standard communication profile being used in phase 1 deployment 

of C-ITS. The G5 A channel to be used by the R C-ITS S for the broadcasting of these standard 

message shall be the CCH (Control Channel).  

GFR08: The application profile (message coding) shall be using UPER ASN.1 coding as being used by 

others standard messages specified for phase 1 deployment of C-ITS.  

GFR09: The security profile (signature / authentication and anonymity) shall be using the phase 1 

deployment of C-ITS choices (cryptographic algorithms and exchange protocols / coding of 

certificates).  

GFR10: A PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) shall be used for the management of the security system. 

The vehicles C-ITS Station shall be capable of obtaining the short term certificates either through the 

cellular network or ITS G5 (via R C-ITS S).  

GFR11: PAC V2X RSU should be configurable from at least one dedicated server or a remote desktop 

through a web interface. The same server or another shall also be supervising the applications which 

are distributed in Road Side Unit with the objective to dynamically adjust their functions according to 

collision avoidance / traffic management needs and objectives.  

GFR12: A PAC V2X RSU shall be configured to support at least one application with one derived use 

case. However, a RSU may support several applications with several derived uses cases per 

application. Supported applications and use cases shall be clearly identified in broadcasted messages.  

GFR13: A vehicle shall be respecting the local traffic rules. The vehicle speed shall be adaptable when 

recommended speed profiles are provided.       

GFR14: The local perception module of a PAC V2X RSU (will be called local RSU perception) shall have 

the capability to detect, classify, and track dynamic objects (vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists…etc.) at 

individual road lanes by means of environmental sensors (camera, radar, lidar,…) required by 

supported applications and derived use cases.  

GFR15: The local perception module of a PAC V2X automated vehicle (will be called local vehicle 

perception) shall have the capability to detect, classify, and track dynamic objects (vehicles, 

pedestrians, cyclists…etc.) by means of embedded sensors (camera, radar, lidar,…)  required by 

supported applications and derived use cases. 

GFR16: The PAC V2X RSU and PAC V2X automated vehicle shall be capable of periodically 

broadcasting a standardised message, which contains information about the objects detected by its 

local perception module with a sufficient confidence level required by supported applications and 

derived use cases. 
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GFR17: The augmented perception module of a PAC V2X RSU (will be called augmented RSU 

perception) shall have the capability to fuse information provided from the local RSU perception 

module and Cooperative ITS module. This allows the RSU to achieve an augmented perception 

required by supported applications and derived use cases. 

GFR18: The augmented perception module of a PAC V2X automated vehicle (will be called 

augmented vehicle perception) shall have the capability to fuse information provided from the local 

vehicle perception module and Cooperative ITS module. This allows the vehicle to achieve an 

augmented perception required by supported applications and derived use cases. 

GFR19: R C-ITS S and V C-ITS S of PAC V2X compliant vehicles shall incorporate a “black box” storing 

short term critical data elements enabling to identify respective responsibilities in case of a 

functional defect leading to people injuries and vehicles’ damages. For example, critical data 

elements can be the path history (trace) of the vehicle associated to its speed for each position being 

registered.  

GFR20: Critical data elements stored in the black box shall be easily accessible upon request of 

authorized bodies.   

GFR21: Vehicles’ pseudonyms shall not be changed when receiving a standard message from a R C-

ITS S advertising a collision avoidance or traffic scheduling assistance service.  

GFR22: For some road categories (e.g. Motorway) a regulation for a minimum speed limit can be 

existing. As a consequence, the speed profile provided by PAC V2X RSU to PAC V2X compliant 

vehicles shall be respecting such regulation and then shall not be lower that this minimum regulated 

speed limit. This is true except only for emergency brake avoiding collision.  

GFR23: In a majority of use cases, one solution to the collision avoidance / scheduling assistance is to 

provide some “speed profile” to be followed by PAC V2X compliant vehicles. Such speed profile shall 

respect the regulated highest speed limit and then stay in the range of “zero – highest speed limit” 

assigned to the considered vehicle’ class. When no speed profiles are provided to vehicles, the RSU 

shall provide the range of speed being locally applicable to the different classes of vehicles.  

GFR24: The R C-ITS S shall be developing some statistics on the density of PAC V2X vehicles being in-

service on the controlled road. In a case of a level 3 or 4 automated vehicle is in use, this statistic can 

be used to determine the period of time a partly automated PAC V2X compliant immobilized vehicle 

shall be waiting before giving back its control to the driver (see GFR26 below).   

GFR25: In a case of a level 3 or 4 automated vehicle is in use, after an emergency brake or a smooth 

immobilization due to the lack of possible insertion into a vehicle flow, a PAC V2X compliant vehicle 

shall be giving back its control to the driver after a predefined period of time which could be related 

to the density of in-service PAC V2X compliant vehicles.  

GFR26: When a PAC V2X vehicle can’t be easily inserted in the continuous flow of vehicles moving on 

its adjacent right / left lane, this one shall be slowing down its speed and stop keeping some space 

ahead to be able to accelerate before its insertion in the relevant adjacent lane flow when a 

favourable vehicle inter-distance gap is detected in this one. 
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GFR27: The R CITS S shall have monitoring capabilities. A central monitoring station shall be able to 

alert the road operator that a PAC V2X RSU is not functioning properly and requires specific 

maintenance intervention (be it with SNMP and specific MIB).   

GFR28: Multimedia information (e.g. images) shall be stored in the black box of the R C-ITS S to be 

use in case of a collision. This information shall be suppressed as soon as the supported PAC V2X 

compliant vehicle or the observed basic vehicle has left the relevant area associated to the lane 

merging application. 

2.2 Generic Operational Requirements 
This section identifies the operational requirements which are generic to all applications supporting 

road safety – collision avoidance services and traffic management services.  

GOR01: The PAC V2X RSU sensors shall be covering areas which are required by the various 

applications and use cases.  

GOR02: The sensors of a PAC V2X automated vehicle shall be covering areas which are required by 

the PAC V2X applications and use cases.  

GOR03:  The PAC V2X RSU sensors shall have the capability to work in meteorological (rain, fog, 

snow, wind) and lighting (day and night) conditions, and vehicles’ dynamics required by the 

supported applications and derived uses case. 

GOR04:  The sensors of a PAC V2X automated vehicle shall have the capability to work in 

meteorological (rain, fog, snow, wind) and lighting (day and night) conditions required by the 

supported applications and derived uses case. 

GOR05: A confidence level shall be associated to perception of an obstacle made by the local RSU 

and vehicle perception module. 

GOR06: An object is considered to be perceived only if the confidence level of the local perception 

system of the PAC V2X RSU is greater than or equal to TBD% within the field of view of the sensors. 

GOR07: An object is considered to be perceived only if the confidence level of the local perception 

system of the automated vehicle is greater than or equal to TBD% within the field of view of the 

sensors. 

GOR08: The PAC V2X RSU and PAC V2X automated vehicle shall broadcast standardised messages 

containing descriptions of the objects detected by the local perception module only when the 

confidence level is greater than or equal to TBD%.  

GOR09: Vehicle positioning accuracy (GNSS data received from the vehicle) shall be as required by 

the applications / particular uses cases. A confidence level shall be associated to the positioning 

accuracy. The RSU may help enhancing the positioning accuracy of vehicles by broadcasting 

corrections (see SCOOP@F specifications).  
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GOR10: Vehicle localisation accuracy (measured by the PAC V2X RSU or PAC V2X automated vehicle) 

shall be as required by the applications / particular uses cases. A confidence level shall be associated 

to the required accuracy.  

GOR11: The ITS G5 systems of C-ITS Stations shall have the capability to communicate within 300 

meters of distance in the line-of-sight (LOS) condition.  

GOR12: If not specified by a particular use case operational requirement, the generation frequency 

of the standardised messages shall be at most 10 Hz. 

GOR13: If not specified by a particular use case operational requirement, the end to end latency time 

between the start of a standardised message from a C-ITS S and its end of processing in a receiving C-

ITS S shall be less than 300 milliseconds.  

GOR14: The message delivery ratio (application function to application function) shall be greater 

than or equal to the required level at Use Cases level being supported by the applications provided.  

GOR15: With the objective to eliminate damages (personal injury, damage to property) resulting 

from a malfunction of the PAC V2X RSU, this later one shall automatically switch to a « silent mode » 

indicating if possible its unavailability or stopping to broadcast messages.  

GOR16: A C-ITS Station (vehicle and RSU) shall have the capability to detect external attacks to its set 

of C-ITS functionalities by means of a « plausibility check» function applied on received data. If an 

attack is detected, this one shall be reported to the PKI to add the used certificate in the repudiation 

list. Data elements which are not plausible shall be ignored as exhibiting a confidence level of zero.  

GOR17: A C-ITS Station (vehicle and RSU) shall have the capability to detect misbehaving C-ITS 

Stations. If a misbehaviour is detected, this one shall be reported to the PKI to add the used 

certificate in the repudiation list. Data elements which are not plausible shall be ignored as exhibiting 

a confidence level of zero.  

GOR18: Augmented RSU and vehicle perception module shall ensure a consistent fusion of 

information from multiple sources (e.g. from local RSU perception and from communication 

network).  

GOR19: Critical data element stored in the “black box” shall be automatically removed once involved 

PAC V2X vehicles have been leaving the area covered by the R C-ITS S.  

GOR20: In a majority of cases, speed profiles provided by PAC V2X RSU are advisory and not 

regulatory. This means that the V C-ITS S shall keep the responsibility to follow them or not according 

to its own perception of the situation. However, if not followed, the V C-ITS S shall be able to justify 

such behaviour in case of collision since this will be stored in the black box and be available to 

authorized bodies.  

GOR21: When a speed profile is provided to a given PAC V2X vehicle, this one shall be continuously 

adjusted according to the respect or not of speed profiles provided to others vehicles. This means 

that a R C-ITS S shall have the capability to constantly analyse the speed evolutions of PAC V2X 
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vehicles (e.g. via their CAM messages) which are cooperating for a collision avoidance or traffic 

scheduling assist service. 

3 INTERSECTION CROSSING ASSIST 

3.1 Objective 
The objective of this service is to assist vehicles in safely crossing an intersection, by alerting the 

drivers (or in the future acting directly on the vehicles) of an imminent risk of collision. The service 

also aims to realize prioritized intersection crossing for in-service emergency vehicles, public 

transportation vehicles, and other vehicles with specific roles. 

3.2 Service specification 
In principle, the intersection crossing is regulated by strong traffic rules which, if respected, are 

avoiding collisions. However, these traffic rules are not always respected by drivers, so leading to 

accidents. In such a case, it is important to alert the drivers of the other vehicles of the imminent risk 

of collision. When a vehicle is respecting the priority, it shall be able to move at the intersection 

without any risk. Moreover, vehicles with specific roles, such as public transportation buses should 

be able to cross the intersection in a prioritized manner. In such case, the driver of the public bus (in 

the future automated bus) can be assisted by the road side infrastructure indicating that a prioritized 

intersection crossing can be achieved without any risk. This last use case is called « Traffic scheduling 

assist». 

 

Figure 3.1 Example of intersection crossing scenario. 
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3.3 Generic Application Functional Requirements 
These requirements are related to the normal functions constituting the application supporting the 

intersection crossing assist service. This application is distributed in vehicles and in at least one road 

side unit located at an intersection and sharing the local ad-hoc network of the cooperating vehicles.  

Generic Application Functional Requirements are applicable to all use cases derived from this 

application.  

GAFR01: The PAC V2X RSU shall be equipped with the number and types of sensors being required to 

achieve the perception objectives being associated to the application of intersection crossing assist. 

GAFR02: The R C-ITS S shall be capable of broadcasting standardized messages containing 

information about the status of the intersection and the traffic light. The status of the intersection 

contains descriptions of individual road lanes (geometry, width, speed limit, allowed manoeuvres) 

and their attributes (for public transportation etc.). Moreover, the intersection status contains the 

queue length for each ingress lane (e.g., distance from the stop line to the back edge of the last 

vehicle in the queue).  The traffic light status contains information such as signal phase stage, time 

change details, and advisory speeds. 

3.4 Particular Use Cases Functional Requirements 

3.4.1 Traffic light violation warning 
PUCFR01: The PAC V2X RSU shall be capable to detect and track the traffic light violating vehicle. 

PUCFR02: Triggered by the detection of the traffic light violation, the R C-ITS S shall periodically 

broadcast standardized messages alerting the traffic light violation. 

PUCFR03: The PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of detecting the event termination, i.e., the situation 

becomes normal (e.g., the vehicle left the intersection). 

PUCFR04: Upon the detection of the event termination, the R C-ITS S shall stop broadcasting the 

standardized alert message. 

3.4.2 Traffic scheduling assist 
PUCFR01: The local perception system of the PAC V2X RSU shall be capable detecting of static (e.g., 

parked vehicle) and mobile objects (vehicles, pedestrians, and etc.) at the intersection area. 

PUCFR02: The R C-ITS S shall send the overall status of the intersection (static and dynamic objects 

etc.) to the intersection controller. 

PUCFR03: The intersection controller shall be able to monitor the overall status of the intersection by 

maintaining a local dynamic map (LDM), with the information on static and mobile objects at the 

intersection area. Such information is obtained via R C-ITS S. 

PUCFR04: The intersection controller shall request the R C-ITS S to periodically broadcast 

standardized messages announcing its capability of traffic scheduling. 

PUCFR05: The priority vehicle shall have capability to locate itself at the intersection area. 
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PUCFR06: The priority vehicle shall have means to determine its near future trajectory at the 

intersection (straight through, turn right, turn left). This near future trajectory should be represented 

by codes, such as standardized in DIASER. 

PUCFR07: The priority vehicle shall be capable of sending a standardized unicast message to the 

intersection controller, via the R C-ITS S, expressing its needs to cross the intersection with a priority. 

The priority vehicle shall send the standardized message at least a duration of one-complete-traffic-

light-cycle before the intended timing of the passage. The message should contain information on 

the priority vehicle type, the current state, and its expected future trajectory (straight through, turn 

right, turn left) at the intersection.  

PUCFR08: The intersection controller shall be capable of processing the standardized message from 

the priority vehicle, which requests a prioritized intersection crossing, and schedule intersection 

crossing by taking account of the request and the actual state of the intersection.  

PUCFR09: The intersection controller shall be capable of broadcasting, via R C-ITS S, a standardized 

message, which contains an updated information regarding the state of the intersection and the 

traffic light.  

PUCFR10: The intersection controller shall be capable of controlling the traffic light such that the 

priority vehicle can cross the intersection in a prioritized manner.  

PUCFR11: In case of the simultaneous detection of an in-service emergency vehicle and of a public 

transport vehicle, the priority shall be given to the in-service emergency vehicle.  

PUCFR12: A given priority to a vehicle shall always be delayed in case of a VRU is crossing the 

intersection which traffic light is planned to pass from red to green. 

3.5 Generic Application Operational Requirements 
GAOR01: The RSU sensors shall cover the whole intersection area. 

3.6 Particular Use Case Operational Requirements 

3.6.1 Traffic light violation warning 
PUCOR01: The RSU shall get the status of the traffic lights through the Traffic Light Controller 

interface. A timestamp will be associated with this information. The confidence level of the 

information will be TBD%. 

PUCOR02: Traffic light violation alert is activated only when the confidence value of the detection of 

a signal violating vehicle is higher than or equal to TBD%. 

PUCOR03: The message generation frequency for standardised broadcast messages, which alert the 

traffic light violation, shall be lower than or equal to 10 Hz. 

PUCOR04: The relevance area of the traffic light violation alert is X×Y rectangular area, whose centre 

is the intersection centre. For a round-about, the relevance area of the traffic light violation alert is a 

circular area with radius R, whose pole is the centre of the round-about. 
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PUCOR05: The packet inter-reception time of broadcasted standard messages from the R C-ITS S at 

the V C-ITS S shall be smaller than 300 milliseconds.  

3.6.2 Traffic scheduling assist 
PUCOR01: The R C-ITS S shall forward the standardised messages received from the V C-ITS Ss that 

inform the presences and the mobility statuses of communicating and non-communicating objects 

(vehicles, pedestrians, etc.) to the intersection controller with smaller than or equal to 50 millisecond 

processing latency. 

PUCOR02: The end to end latency time between the start of the building of the standardised 

messages from the R C-ITS S and its end of processing in the intersection controller shall be less than 

300 milliseconds.  

PUCOR03: The end to end latency time between the start of the building of the standardised 

messages from the V C-ITS S and its end of processing in the intersection controller shall be less than 

600 milliseconds.  

PUCOR04: A static object shall be recorded on the LDM only when the confidence level for that 

object is greater than or equal to TBD % at the intersection controller. 

PUCOR05: A dynamic object shall be recorded on the LDM only when the confidence level for that 

object is greater than or equal to TBD % at the intersection controller. 

PUCOR06: The intersection controller shall broadcast standardised messages, via R C-ITS S, 

announcing its capability of traffic scheduling and the address to which priority vehicles send request 

messages, at the frequency of lower than or equal to 5Hz. 

PUCOR07: The longitudinal positioning accuracy of the priority vehicle shall be less than 2 meters, 

this level of accuracy should be built based on not only the GNSS module but also the messages 

received from the R C-ITS S. 

PUCOR08: The lateral positioning accuracy of the priority vehicle shall be less than 1 meter, this level 

of accuracy should be built based on not only the GNSS module but also the messages received from 

the R C-ITS S. 

PUCOR09: The priority vehicle shall be aware of its near future trajectory at the intersection (straight 

through, turn right, turn left) at the certainty of 100%. 

PUCOR10: The processing latency time at the intersection controller between the start of receiving a 

standardised priority-request message and the end of sending a control signal to the traffic lights 

shall be less than 50 milliseconds. 

4 LANE MERGING ASSIST 
4.1 Objective 
The objective of this service is to alarm / assist drivers of compliant PAC V2X vehicles in traffic 

situations leading to a lane merging.  
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An alarm is provided if the vehicle is approaching the lane merging area with a non-appropriate 

speed without a possibility to be inserted smoothly in the traffic. If the lane merging can be achieved 

smoothly without any risk, speed profiles are then provided to cooperating PAC V2X compliant 

vehicles to assist them achieving it.   

Two use cases are proposed to assess and demonstrate the reaching of this objective: 

 The motorway access use case in which the RSU and PAC V2X vehicle(s) are cooperating to 

assist the insertion of a PAC V2X vehicle (automated or human driven), entering a motorway, 

in the flow of this one. 

 The active roadwork use case in which the RSU and PAC V2X vehicle(s) are cooperating to 

avoid a collision with roadwork people / equipment and assist the insertion of a PAC V2X 

vehicle (automated or human driven), changing of lane, to merge on one of remaining open 

lane.  

4.2 Service specification 
Lane merging assist service is sharing some functions with intersection crossing assist and in 

particular with traffic scheduling assist.  

Several road topologies will be considered, based on existing situation in Europe. An example is 

provided on Figure 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.1 Example of motorway lane merging scenario. 

 

On this example, it is possible to detect the arrival of basic vehicles on the motorway entry and on 

the motorway lanes by means of relevant sensors. Moreover, in principle we will also detect the 

arrival of PAC V2X compliant vehicles before because their capabilities to communicate at 300 

meters minimum.  

We can’t ask basic vehicles to cooperate because they don’t have the required communication 

capabilities, but we can ask PAC V2X compliant vehicles (cooperative or / and automated) to 

cooperate, by adapting their speed to the particular traffic context (speed profile adaptation). Traffic 
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rules shall be respected by the basic vehicles while this traffic rules shall also be respected by PAC 

V2X compliant vehicles but with the addition of new courtesy rules leading to a smooth insertion of 

them.  

This application is also including a lane change assist in case of active roadwork. An active roadwork 

is a roadwork with some activities going on. In such case, the main objective is to protect the lives of 

the involved workers. A second objective is to protect the material / equipment being used.  

This type of assistance can be transformed in a warning in case a PAC V2X compliant vehicle don’t 

respect the recommendations provided earlier by phase 1 C-ITS systems deployment (see SCOOP@F 

or CORRIDOR projects), and then approach an active roadwork area, (see Figure 4.2.) on the wrong 

lane (lane to be closed) with an excessive speed.   

Note: For such a use case, the perception of an immediate risk can be achieved by a moving RSU (e.g. 

on a trailer as represented on Figure 4.2) or by a mobile RSU (e.g. a patroller vehicle).  

 

Figure 4.2 Assistance / Warning related to the approach to an active roadwork area. 

4.3 Generic Application Functional Requirements 
GAFR01: The PAC V2X RSU shall be equipped with the number and types of sensors being required to 

achieve the perception objectives being associated to the lane merging topology and considered 

traffic situations. 

GAFR02: All possible lane merging scenarios being possible for a given local region shall be 

considered and analysed to derive applicable rules.  

GAFR03: Broadcasted messages shall be comprising a data field identifying this Lane Change Assist / 

Warning application.  

GAFR04: The R C-ITS S of the Road Side Unit shall be capable of broadcasting standard messages 

containing the recommended speed profile to be used by each PAC V2X equipped vehicle to enable a 

smooth insertion of one of them in the traffic flow. This standard message shall also include a data 

field identifying the use case being supported.  

GAFR05: The V C-ITS S of a PAC V2X compliant vehicle (an automated vehicle is supposed to be also 

PAC V2X compliant) shall be capable of decoding and interpreting the PAC V2X standard messages 

being broadcasted by a R C-ITS S and then adjusting its speed profile accordingly. 
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GAFR06: The receiving vehicle shall have the capability to analyse received recommendations and 

verify its consistency with its own perception of the environment. 

GAFR07: In case of a PAC V2X compliant vehicle stop (emergency or not), the RSU shall assist the 

vehicle to be smoothly inserted in the flow of the nearest adjacent open lane, via a cooperation with 

another arriving PAC V2X compliant vehicle.  

4.4 Particular Use Cases Functional Requirements 
Note: All here below requirements and schemas are applicable in France and other countries where 

vehicles are moving on the right lanes.  

4.4.1 Motorway access 
PUCFR01: The Road Side Unit shall be able to be configured to adapt to the particular topology of the 

motorway access and associated traffic situations (see some examples on Figure 4.3, 4.4.1, 4.4.2  

below) in terms of lanes being observed and geometric constraints.  

 

Figure 4.3: Different traffic situations to be considered. 

PUCFR02: The local perception system of the PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of perceiving at least two 

vehicles on the same lane (TS05, TS06, TS08) with a gap (vehicles’ inter-distance)  between them less 

than xx (to be defined), per lane entering the motorway and part of the motorway.  

PUCFR03: The local perception system of the PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of detecting vehicles 

having a velocity less than yy (TBD), on all the observed lanes. They shall have the capability to 

measure these velocities and their variations (acceleration / deceleration).  
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PUCFR04: In a two lanes entrance ramp, a PAC V2X vehicle moving on the right lane shall be firstly 

guided to reach the left lane. This shall be achieved by the RSU taking into account the respective 

evolutions of vehicles moving on the left lane and assessing the minimum gap existing between two 

vehicles moving on the extreme left. 

PUCFR05: The PAC V2X RSU shall have the capability to monitor separately the two lanes which are 

at the extreme right of the motorway. The PAC V2X RSU shall have the capability to detect several 

vehicles moving on the extreme right lane of the motorway, detecting their respective categories and 

assessing the gap (vehicles’ inter-distance) between them.  

PUCFR06: When a PAC V2X vehicle is moving on the extreme left lane of the entry road, the RSU shall 

be guiding the vehicle to enter the extreme right lane of the motorway, either providing it the best 

speed profile or providing to a PAC V2X vehicle evolving on the extreme right lane of the motorway 

the best speed profile to facilitate the entry of another vehicle (TS04, TS05 and TS07).  

PUCFR07: The PAC V2X RSU shall be dynamically monitoring the progression of all vehicles 

approaching a motorway entry, as well as identifying their respective categories with the objective to 

find a minimum gap enabling the insertion of a cooperative vehicle between two vehicles moving on 

the extreme left lane of the entry road or on the extreme right lane of the motorway.  

PUCFR08: All the lane merging topologies and traffic situations to be associated to a motorway 

access assistance shall be identified.  

PUCFR09: In case of high traffic load (TS08) with low velocity (TBD), the PAC V2X RSU, when 

detecting a PACV2X vehicle in extreme right lane of the motorway, shall request it to adapt its speed 

profile to facilitate the entry of another PAC V2X vehicle.  

PUCFR10: In case of a high traffic load (TS08) with low velocity (TBD), the RSU, when detecting a PAC 

V2X vehicle in the extreme right lane of the motorway, shall request it to adapt its speed profile to 

facilitate the entry of a basic vehicle being detected on the extreme left lane of the entry ramp. 

PUCFR11: In case of detecting a basic vehicle on the extreme right lane (TS02, TS06) of the 

motorway, the PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of estimating the possibility of a PAC V2X vehicle to 

enter the motorway or not. According to the result, the RSU shall provide to the PAC V2X vehicle, the 

speed profile to adopt, that is to say either slowing down it to leave the basic vehicle pass (TS02) or 

accelerating it (respecting the local speed limits) to enable a smooth insertion in front of the basic 

vehicle (TS06). This requirement shall be repeated in case of several basic vehicles in line taking into 

account the existing gaps between them. 

PUCFR12: In case of detecting a basic vehicle on the lane adjacent to the extreme right lane 5TS03), 

the insertion rules shall take into account a possibility of the basic vehicle to change of lane, joining 

the extreme right one, excepted if another vehicle is already moving at its level on the extreme right 

lane (TS04).   

PUCFR13: In case of not detecting the arrival of a vehicle on the extreme right lane of the motorway 

(TS01), the RSU shall provide an optimized speed profile the entering PAC V2X vehicle to be inserted 

the more quickly taking into account local speed limits.  
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PUCFR14: In case of detecting the arrival of a basic vehicle on the adjacent left lane of the extreme 

right lane of the motorway (TS09 here below), this basic vehicle signalling its lane change on the 

right, the insertion rule shall provide a speed profile slowing down the PAV V2X vehicle being on the 

motorway access lane. 

 

Figure 4.4.1: Different traffic situations to be considered. 

PUCFR15: In case of detecting the arrival of a PAC V2X compliant vehicle on the adjacent left lane of 

the extreme right lane of the motorway (TS10 here above), this PAC V2X vehicle signalling its lane 

change on the right, the insertion rules shall provide the right speed profile to the PAC V2X vehicle 

being on the motorway access lane, according to the respective speed of the PAC V2X being on the 

adjacent left lane of the extreme right lane of the motorway, its position relative to the PAC V2X 

vehicle moving on the extreme right lane of the motorway and the inter distance available between 

the three PAC V2X compliant vehicles. According to the above mentioned positions and velocity 

elements, the strategy could be to ask the PAC V2X vehicle being on the left lane adjacent to the 

extreme right lane of the motorway to remain in its lane.   

 

Figure 4.4.2: Different traffic situations to be considered 

 

PUCFR16: In case of detecting the arrival of a basic vehicle on the motorway access lane 

(TS11), a PAC V2X compliant vehicle moving on the extreme right lane of the motorway 
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(TS11 here above) shall be, by courtesy, facilitating the insertion of the basic vehicle access 

under the condition that this one is already well engaged to access the motorway. This easy 

insertion will be achieved by slowing down the PAC V2X vehicle.  

PUCFR17: When a basic vehicle is competing with a PAC V2X vehicle to access a motorway 

(TS12), the PAC V2X compliant vehicle being on the left access lane shall be facilitating the 

overtaking of the basic vehicle under the condition that this one is ahead of it. Then when 

the basic vehicle is succeeding to join the left lane of the motorway access, we can consider 

that as we are in a TS11 situation, the PAC V2X compliant vehicle moving on the right lane of 

the motorway shall easy the insertion of the basic vehicle by reducing its speed.  

 

4.4.2 Active Roadwork  
PUCFR01: The Road Side Unit shall be able to be configured to adapt to the particular topology and 

associated traffic situations (see some examples on Figure 4.5 below) in terms of lanes being 

observed and geometric constraints. 

 

Figure 4.5 Examples of particular roadwork topologies and traffic situations. 

PUCFR02: In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a right lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU don’t perceive 

any vehicle going on the opened adjacent left lane(s) (TS01, TS03), the R C-ITS S shall be guiding the 

PAC V2X vehicle for a lane change. 

PUCFR03: In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a right lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU is perceiving a 

non-PAC V2X vehicle approaching the opened adjacent left lane, without a possibility of insertion 

(TS02, TS04), the R C-ITS S shall be sending to the PAC V2X vehicle an alert to achieve an emergency 

brake.  
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PUCFR04: In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a right lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU is perceiving a 

non-PAC V2X vehicle approaching the opened adjacent left lane, with a possibility of insertion in 

front of the PAC V2X vehicle (similar to TS02, TS04, but with more inter-distance between the two 

vehicles), the R C-ITS S shall be guiding the PAC V2X vehicle for a change of lane.   

PUCFR05:In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a right lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU is perceiving a 

PAC V2X vehicle approaching on the opened adjacent left lane (Traffic Situation identical to TS02 and 

TS04, but with a PAC V2X vehicle instead of a basic vehicle), as far as possible (sufficient vehicles’ 

inter-distance), the R C-ITS S shall be sending to the PAC V2X vehicle moving on the open lane(s) a 

speed profile adaptation request to easy the insertion of the PAC V2X vehicle approaching a close 

lane. The R C-ITS S shall also be guiding the PAC V2X vehicle approaching the close lane to change of 

lane and be inserted before the other PAC V2X vehicle.  

PUCFR06:In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a right lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU is perceiving a 

PAC V2X vehicle approaching on the opened adjacent left lane(s) (Traffic Situation identical to TS02 

and TS04, but with a PAC V2X vehicle instead of a basic vehicle), if an insertion is judged not possible 

(not sufficient inter-distance), the R C-ITS S shall be sending to the PAC V2X vehicle approaching a 

close lane an alert for an emergency brake.   

PUCFR07: In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a left lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU don’t perceive any 

vehicle going on the opened adjacent right lane(s) (TS05 and TS07), the R C_TS S shall be guiding the 

PAC V2X vehicle for a lane change.  

PUCFR08: In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a left lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU is perceiving a 

non-PAC V2X vehicle approaching the opened adjacent right lane, without a possibility of insertion 

(TS06, TS08), the R C-ITS S shall be sending to the PAC V2X vehicle an alert to achieve an emergency 

brake.  

PUCFR09: In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a left lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU is perceiving a 

non-PAC V2X vehicle approaching the opened adjacent right lane, with a possibility of insertion in 

front of the PAC V2X vehicle (similar to TS06, TS08, but with more inter-distance between the two 

vehicles), the R C-ITS S shall be guiding the PAC V2X vehicle for a change of lane.   

PUCFR10: In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a left lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU is perceiving a PAC 

V2X vehicle approaching on the opened adjacent right lane (Traffic Situation identical to TS06 and 

TS08, but with a PAC V2X vehicle instead of a basic vehicle), as far as possible (sufficient inter-

distance), the R C-ITS S shall be sending to the PAC V2X vehicle moving on the open lane(s) a speed 

profile adaptation request to easy the insertion of the PAC V2X vehicle approaching a close lane. The 
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R C-ITS S shall also be guiding the PAC V2X vehicle approaching the close lane to change of lane and 

be inserted before the other PAC V2X vehicle.  

PUCFR11:In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching the roadwork area with a speed being 

not appropriate on a left lane signalled to be closed, and considering that the RSU is perceiving a PAC 

V2X vehicle approaching on the opened adjacent right lane(s) (Traffic Situation identical to TS06 and 

TS08, but with a PAC V2X vehicle instead of a basic vehicle), if an insertion is judged not possible 

(not sufficient inter-distance), the R C-ITS S shall be sending to the PAC V2X vehicle approaching a 

close lane an alert for an emergency brake.  

PUCFR12: In case of detecting a PAC V2X vehicle approaching a protected area (e.g. an accident / 

immobilized vehicle…etc.), with a speed being not appropriate on a right (TS09/10) or left lane, the R 

C-ITS S shall be reacting as for the different roadwork situations identified here before. 

4.5 Generic Application Operational Requirements 
GAOR01: The end to end latency time between the start of the building of the broadcasted standard 

message from the R C-ITS S and its end of processing in the V C-ITS S shall be less than 500 

milliseconds. This is including one message lost.  

GAOR02: To be able to respect the preceding operational requirement, the broadcasted messages 

frequency shall of at least 10 hertz (100 milliseconds periodicity) during phases where vehicles’ 

presence is detected by means of RSU perception or C-ITS communication.  

The BER shall be less than 5% with less than two consecutive messages being lost.  

GAOR03: The minimum gap (vehicles’ inter-distance) necessary for the insertion of a cooperative 

vehicle shall be estimated with the zz accuracy.  

GAOR04: The rules consisting to adjust the speed profiles of two PAC V2X vehicles (one entering the 

motorway and the other moving on the extreme right lane) shall minimize the risk collision by 

defining some secure margins.     

4.6 Particular Use Cases Operational Requirements 

4.6.1 Motorway access 
No particular use case operational requirements identified so far.   

4.6.2 Active Roadwork 
No particular use case operational requirements identified so far. 

5 LANE CHANGE ASSIST 

5.1 Objective 
This service is aiming to assist drivers (or in the future acting directly on the vehicles) in lane 

changing. Such a manoeuvre is challenging in many situations as it requires the driver to have a wide 

view not only of the current lane but also the lane to change (dynamics of vehicles and other road 
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users, intention of the other drivers…). This service provides an assistance to the driver to take a safe 

and efficient lane changing manoeuvre. 

5.2 Service specification 
This service is aiming to assist drivers (or in the future acting directly on the vehicles) in lane 

changing. Such a manoeuvre is challenging in many situations as it requires the driver to have a wide 

view not only of the current lane but also the lane to change (dynamics of vehicles and other road 

users, intention of the other drivers…). This service provides an assistance to the driver to take a safe 

and efficient lane changing manoeuvre. 

Lane change manoeuvre can be hard as the vehicle needs a wide perception of its lane and of the 

parallel lanes. Lane change manoeuvre is often needed for improving the traffic efficiency in case of 

reduced speed in the current lane in case of an overtaking. Hence, it is required to perform this 

manoeuvre in a safe manner.  

When a vehicle is approaching a motorway tolling station, it has to decide which lane to take. This 

manoeuvre can be dangerous if the vehicle does not have sufficient view on the state of the overall 

area and the intentions of the other drivers and other road users, including motorcycles, which can 

arrive at very high velocity. This case is called « Motorway tolling assist». 

 

Figure 5.1 Example scenario of motorway tolling. 

 

When a bus is at a bus stop, passengers often cross the roadway in front of or behind the bus to 

enter or after leaving the bus. On the other hand, the vehicle behind the bus may want to overtake 

the bus. Since the driver’s sight (the sensor in the case of automated vehicle) is obstructed by the 

bus, the pedestrians crossing the roadway in front of the bus or the vehicles approaching from the 

opposite direction are often not visible for the vehicle behind. Targeting such cases, an overtaking 

assistance can be provided to the vehicle by informing about the existences of the pedestrians and 

the approaching vehicles. This case is called « Overtaking with limited perception».  
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Figure 5.2 Example scenario of overtaking with limited perception. 

This service is to assist drivers / vehicles in various conditions of a lane change manoeuvre. This 
assistance should be given as soon as possible to improve the road safety and the traffic flow.  

 

5.3 Generic Application Functional Requirements 
These requirements are related to the normal functions constituting the application supporting the 

lane change assist service. This application is distributed in vehicles and in at least one road side unit 

located at an intersection and sharing the local ad-hoc network of the cooperating vehicles.  

Generic Application Functional Requirements are applicable to all use cases derived from this 

application.  

GAFR01: The PAC V2X RSU shall be equipped with the number and types of sensors being required to 

achieve the perception objectives being associated to the application of lane change assist. 

GAFR02: The PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of broadcasting messages to provide information on the 

status of the road, preferably for each lane. These messages should contain descriptions of the road 

lanes and their currents status (free, occupied, dedicated to buses, etc.) 

5.4 Particular Use Cases Functional Requirements 

5.4.1 Motorway tolling assist 
PUCFR01: The tolling station shall be equipped with at least one PAC V2X RSU, which has the 

perception and communication capabilities, whose sensors’ FOV cover the tolling area. 

PUCFR02: In the case that a CEN DSRC tolling station operating at the 5.8 GHz present, the RSU 

should be positioned in a way such that the interference between the two systems is avoided. 

PUCFR03: The PAC V2X RSU shall be able to detect, classify, and track vehicles at the tolling area. 

PUCFR04: The R C-ITS S shall periodically broadcast standardised messages, which contain the lane 

configuration, the number of gates, the state (closed, free) their particularities (means of payment, 

reserved only for trucks, the speed profile etc.) and the actual and expected waiting time for each 

gate.  

PUCFR05: The R C-ITS S shall periodically broadcast standardised messages containing information on 

the number of vehicles, their positions and velocities at the tolling area. 
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PUCFR06: Cooperative vehicles shall broadcast standardised messages, which contain its type 

(special transport, private vehicle, emergency vehicle, safety car etc.), the current position, and 

moving status. 

PUCFR07: PAC-V2X vehicles shall broadcast standardised messages, which contain its type (special 

transport, private vehicle, emergency vehicle, safety car etc.), the autonomy level (Level 0-5), the 

current position, and moving status. 

PUCFR08: The R C-ITS S shall periodically broadcast standardised messages containing information on 

the number of vehicles, their positions and velocities at the tolling area. 

PUCFR09: The R C-ITS S shall be capable of suggesting PAC V2X vehicles of the appropriate tolling 

gates to pass by taking account of the vehicle type, the autonomy level, the vehicles on their 

trajectories, estimated waiting time at the gates, and the particularities of the individual gates (e.g., 

an automatic gate with the speed profile of 30 km/h or not).  

PUCFR10: PAC-V2X vehicles shall broadcast a message informing the tolling gate, it is going to pass.  

This information can be used at the RSU for estimating the waiting time for that particular gate.  

PUCFR11: A PAC-V2X vehicle shall have the capability to choose a tolling gate (consequently the lane) 

to pass. This decision shall be made based on the messages sent by the C-ITS Ss.  

5.4.2 Overtaking with limited perception 
PUCFR01: The bus station shall be equipped with at a RSU, which has the perception and 

communication capabilities. 

PUCFR02: The bus shall be capable of periodically broadcasting standardised messages, which 

contain information on its current position, moving status (stopped, leaving the station), occupation, 

and etc.  

PUCFR03: The bus, if it has a local perception module, shall have the capability to detect and classify 

VRUs and vehicles in its vicinity.  

PUCFR04: The PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of periodically broadcasting standardised messages 

containing the descriptions of the detected objects, especially VRUs and vehicles (the number of 

pedestrians, their positions and moving directions etc.) (See Figure 5.2). 

PUCFR05: The bus, if it has a local perception module, shall be capable of periodically broadcasting 

standardised messages containing the descriptions of the detected objects, especially VRUs and 

vehicles (the number of pedestrians, their positions and moving directions etc.). 

PUCFR06: Cooperative vehicles shall have the capability of detecting a bus stopped at the bus 

station. This detection can be made based on a reception of a standardised message broadcasted by 

the bus or the PAC V2X RSU. If the cooperative vehicle is an automated vehicle, the detection can 

also be made through its local perception system. 
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PUCFR07: The PAC V2X vehicle, which intends to overtake the bus shall be capable of taking a 

decision to overtake. The decision should be made based on the received standardised messages 

from the bus and/or R C-ITS S as well as other cooperative vehicles. 

 

Figure 5.3 An example scenario of overtaking with limited perception: cooperative vehicle intends to overtake the bus, while 
a basic vehicle is approaching on the left lane. 

PUCFR08: In case of detecting the arrival of a basic vehicle on the adjacent left lane (see Figure 5.3), 

the R C-ITS shall alarm the collision risk by sending a standardised message to the PAC V2X vehicle 

that is intending to overtake the bus.  

 

 

Figure 5.4 An example scenario of overtaking with limited perception: a bus is on a dedicated loading zone and a 
cooperative vehicle approaches on the left lane. 

PUCFR09: In case where a bus stopped on a dedicated loading zone (see Figure 5.4), it shall inform its 

departure by sending a standardised message so that approaching vehicles on the left lane can 

refrain overtaking.  
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Figure 5.5 An example scenario of overtaking with limited perception: a bus is on a dedicated loading zone and a basic 
vehicle approaches on the left lane. 

 

PUCFR10: In case where a bus stopped on a dedicated loading zone (see Figure 5.5), and a basic 

vehicle is approaching to overtake the bus, the R C-ITS S shall send a standardised message to the bus 

informing the potential collision risk between the bus and the basic vehicle.  

5.5 Generic Application Operational Requirements 
GAOR01:  The R C-ITS and automated vehicles shall broadcast standardised messages, which contain 

descriptions of the objects detected by its local perception system, to the intersection controller at 

smaller than or equal to 10 Hz. 

GAOR02: The end to end latency time between the start of a standardised message from a C-ITS S 

and its end of processing in a receiving C-ITS S shall be less than 300 milliseconds.  

GAOR03: The end to end latency time between the start of the building of a standardised message 

from the V C-ITS S and its end of processing in RSU shall be less than 300 milliseconds.  

5.6 Particular Use Cases Operational Requirements 

5.6.1 Motorway tolling assist 
PUCOR01: The R C-ITS S shall broadcast standardised messages, which announce its capability of 

motorway tolling assist at the frequency of lower than or equal to 5Hz.  

PUCOR02: The PAC V2X RSU sensors shall cover the whole tolling station, particularly all the 

upcoming lanes.  

5.6.2 Overtaking with limited perception 
PUCOR01: An object is considered to be perceived only if the confidence level of the local perception 

system at the bus is greater than or equal to TBD% within the field of view of the sensors. 

PUCOR02: The bus shall send standardised messages, which contain descriptions of the objects 

detected by its local perception system, to the intersection controller at smaller than or equal to 10 

Hz. 
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PUCOR03: The end to end latency time between the start of a standardised message from the bus 

and its end of processing in compliant vehicles shall be less than 300 milliseconds.  

PUCOR04: The longitudinal positioning accuracy of the bus shall be less than 2 meter, this level of 

accuracy should be built based on not only the GNSS (GPS, GALILEO, …) module but also the received 

standardised messages and the local perception system. 

PUCOR05: The lateral positioning accuracy of the bus shall be less than 1 meter, this level of accuracy 

should be built based on not only the GNSS (GPS, GALILEO, …) module but also the received 

standardised messages and the local perception system. 

PUCOR06: The bus shall be aware of its status (stop, leaving the station) at the certainty of 100%. 

PUCOR07: The PAC V2X RSU sensors shall cover the whole bus station and the road segment within 

100 meters distance in front of the bus.  

6 WRONG WAY DRIVING WARNING 
6.1 Objective 
Two objectives are distinguished in this service: 

 to prevent drivers of cooperative vehicles from entering a traffic lane in the wrong way, 

 to detect and track vehicles (including basic vehicles) which penetrate on monitored traffic 

lanes in the wrong way in order to: 

o alert the driver of his error, 

o alert the PAC V2X vehicles on the monitored lanes of the collision risk, 

o alert the infrastructure operator when the wrong way event is confirmed. 

6.2 Service specification 
A wrong way driving refers to the movement of a vehicle in the opposite direction of the intended 

direction of lane (including unintended crossing of the centre line which separates of traffic going on 

opposite directions). 

To this general definition, particular cases are added: 

 Drive in reverse gear on hard shoulder, on access ramp or in the current road section; 

 U-turn in current road section; 

 Wrong way driving in case of roadworks or contraflow lane reversal 

Wrong way refers driving of a vehicle which does not respect permanent or temporary driving 

prohibition, such as: 

 An exit ramp of a freeway or a controlled-access highway 

 A one-way road 

 Alternate traffic circulation due to roadworks on a lane 

 A contraflow lane reversal of a highway or an expressway 
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For the primary objective of limiting collision risks, preventing and detecting such a behavior as soon 

as possible, as well as deploying road marking and/or taking actions on the vehicles allow: 

 the vehicles, which are approaching the wrong way driving vehicle, anticipate safety 

manoeuvres 

 The wrong way driving vehicle to be aware of its own situation and to trigger an appropriate 

safety manoeuvre 

 The infrastructure owner to be informed of a confirmed wrong way driving, so that, a quick 

actions can be taken to protect road users. 

A vehicle subject to whatever driving manoeuvre, which in the wrong way in the monitored area, is 

considered as a wrong way driving vehicle. This includes not only the vehicles that enter the 

monitoring area from the wrong direction, but also vehicles, which entered in the monitored area 

(from the right direction), then changed the driving direction. 

By carefully placing the sensors by taking account of the characteristics of the monitoring area, a PAC 

V2X RSU allows to increase the credibility of detecting a wrong way driving vehicle. It can also aid in 

signalling potential risks of wrong way driving by broadcasting geo-referenced information 

concerning the prohibited driving. Such information can be either about permanent interdiction (an 

exit ramp, a contraflow lane reversal) or temporary interdiction of wrong way driving. 

The PAC V2X RSU completes the functionality of the autonomous driving mode by allowing the 

detection of the different types of vehicles defined in the present document (BASIC, COOPERATIVE, 

PAC V2X COOPERATIVE, PAC V2X AUTOMATED). 

It shall identify and track the vehicles in its field of view with a sufficient positioning accuracy to able 

to determine the corresponding driving lanes. 

PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of evaluating with a high confidence: 

 if the wrong way driving vehicle exits the monitoring area (of PAC V2X RSU) in the wrong 

way. In such a case, a different type of alert is to be broadcasted since the vehicle continues 

to drive having a high collision risk with approaching vehicles without being monitored.  

 If the wrong way driving terminated inside its monitoring zone either because the vehicle 

stopped or because it took the correct driving direction. 

Signalling towards the wrong way driving vehicle 

When a wrong way driving vehicle is detected, the PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of taking an action 

to get the attention of the driver (of the wrong way driving vehicle). In addition, if the wrong way 

driving vehicle is a COOPERATIVE vehicle, the RSU shall send alert messages specific to the use case. 

Signalling towards the other vehicles 

The PAC V2X RSU shall send information about the wrong way situation towards the vehicles driving 

on that particular lane(s). The information shall be disseminated in appropriate geographical regions 

(e.g. by using geonetworking): in a small relevance area as long as the wrong way driving vehicle is in 
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the PAC V2X RSU’s field of view, otherwise in a large relevance area (case of surveillance of an exit 

ramp). 

Signalling towards the road infrastructure owner 

PAC V2X RSU shall warn the road infrastructure owner 

 As soon as a wrong way driving is detected with a sufficiently high confidence 

 As soon as the wrong way driving vehicle exits the monitoring area (in case of an exit ramp) 

 As soon as the wrong way driving terminates: stop, U-Turn…  

6.3 Generic Application Functional Requirements 
GAFR01: Triggered by the detection of the vehicle in opposite direction inside the monitored zone, 

the PAC V2X RSU or the PAC V2X automated vehicle shall periodically broadcast standardised 

messages alerting the wrong way detection. 

GAFR02: PAC V2X RSU shall broadcast standardized messages informing the prohibition to enter a 

road lane in a given direction. Such information can be permanent or temporary (e.g. alternate traffic 

circulation).  

GAFR03: PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of detecting the start and the end of the wrong way driving 

occurring in its monitoring area. 

GAFR04: PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of detecting if the wrong way driving vehicle stops 

(termination of the wrong way driving) in the monitoring area. 

GAFR05: PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of sending a standardized message to the wrong way driving 

vehicle if it is a cooperative vehicle. 

GAFR06:  A wrong way driving PAC V2X vehicle, upon reception of standardized messages indicating 

that it is driving in the wrong way, shall inform the driver by displaying adequate information. In a 

case of an automated vehicle, an information shall be provided so that the vehicle can take a suitable 

manoeuvre. 

GAFR07: Upon the detection of a wrong way driving in the monitored area, PAC V2X RSU shall be 

capable of periodically transmitting (targeted multicast) warning messages towards cooperative 

vehicles located upstream in current the road section. 

GAFR08 A cooperative vehicle, upon reception of standardized messages that warn of approaching 

wrong way driving vehicle, shall be capable of alerting the driver of the imminent danger. If the 

vehicle is equipped with necessary functions for automated driving control, an information shall be 

provided so that the vehicle can take a suitable manoeuvre. 

GAFR09 In a case of a PAC V2X vehicle detects a wrong way driving vehicle in its close future horizon, 

it shall broadcast standardized alert messages concerning the wrong way driving. 
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GAFR10 Upon detection of a wrong way driving vehicle (by means of local perception or by means of 

V2X communication), the PAC V2X vehicle shall be capable of sending standardized alert messages 

towards upstream vehicles. 

GAFR11 A PAC V2X vehicle shall be capable of receiving standardized messages, which includes 

information about prohibited direction of road lanes, and be able to analyse if it is driving in a wrong 

way. 

GAFR12 Upon the detection or signalling of a wrong way driving, the PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of 

communicating directly with dynamic equipment in its vicinity that are dedicated to reinforce the 

signalling towards the driver (of the wrong way driving vehicle). 

GAFR13 PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of sending warning messages towards the infrastructure 

owner and inform the detection of a wrong way driving vehicle and its location. 

GAFR14 The infrastructure owner shall be capable of modifying the detection criteria of a wrong way 

driving in a PAC V2X RSU installed with such a service. For example, it shall be capable of stopping the 

service or changing the prohibited driving direction. 

GAFR15 A PAC V2X compliant priority vehicle shall be capable of informing its intention to drive in a 

wrong way to other equipment conformed to PAC V2X. 

GAFR16 A vehicle authorized to drive in a wrong way shall be specifically signalled in case of its 

wrong way driving. 

GAFR17 The PAC V2X RSU shall be able to monitor the overall status of the monitored zone by 

maintaining a local dynamic map (LDM), with the information on static (e.g., parked vehicle) and 

mobile objects (vehicles, pedestrians…etc.).  

GAFR18 The PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of periodically broadcasting standardised messages 

announcing its capability of “wrong way” detection. 

GAFR19 The priority vehicle compliant to PAC V2X shall have capability to locate itself at the 

neighbourhood of the monitored zone and in the monitored zone. 

GAFR20 The priority vehicle compliant to PAC V2X shall be capable if sending a standardised unicast 

message to the PAC V2X RSU expressing its needs to use the monitored zone in the wrong way. The 

message should contain information on the priority vehicle type, the current state. 

6.4 Particular Use Cases Functional Requirements 

6.4.1 Motorway access via an exit 
PUCFR01: PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of identifying if a vehicle, which is detected in a wrong way, 

exits the monitoring area in a wrong way driving. 

PUCFR02: PAC V2X RSU shall be capable of sending messages towards the infrastructure owner to 

alert that a vehicle is entering the current road section in a wrong way. 
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PUCFR03: Upon the detection of a wrong way driving in the surveillance area, PAC V2X RSU shall be 

capable of periodically transmitting (targeted multicast) warning messages towards PAC V2X vehicles 

located upstream in current the road section. 

6.5 Generic Application Operational Requirements 
GAOR01: Upon the detection of a wrong way driving, PAC V2X RSU shall send a warning message 

towards the information system of the infrastructure owner with less than 1 second of latency. If 

needed, the information system should request for more information. 

GAOR02: “Wrong way” alert is activated only when the confidence value of the detection of a wrong 

way vehicle is higher than or equal to TBD %. 

GAOR03: The message generation frequency for standardised broadcast messages, which alert the 

“wrong way vehicle”, shall be lower than or equal to 10 Hz. 

GAOR04: The end to end latency time between the start of the building of the broadcasted message 

from the R C-ITS S and its end of processing in the V C-ITS S shall be less than 300 milliseconds. 

GAOR05: The positioning accuracy of the object detected and tracked by the PAC V2X RSU shall be 

less than XXXm, such a precision may be obtained not only by GNSS, but also by using the sensors of 

the PAC V2X RSU. 

GAOR06:  The end to end latency time between the detection of the “wrong way” and the 

communication between the RSU and the dynamics equipment in the vicinity shall be less than 300 

milliseconds.  

6.6 Particular Use Cases Operational Requirements 

6.6.1 Motorway access via an Exit 
PUCOR01: “Wrong way on current section” alert is activated only when the confidence value of the 

detection of a wrong way vehicle is higher than or equal to TBD%. 

PUCOR02: The message generation frequency for standardised broadcast messages, which alert the 

“wrong way vehicle”, shall be lower than or equal to 10 Hz. 

7 CONTEXTUAL SPEED ADAPTATION 
The objective of this service is to automatically adapt the speed of the PAC V2X compliant vehicle 

acting directly on its speed adaptation function (ISA: Intelligent Speed Adaptation) upon reception of 

information broadcasted by authorized Road Side Unit.  

This information can be regulated or not and is related to the context in which the PAC V2X 

compliant vehicle is moving. Several contexts will be considered: 

Safety context when the traffic situation is disturbed by a road hazard (e.g. obstacle on the road, bad 

weather conditions, roadwork…etc.) or if the PAC V2X vehicle is detected as moving at a non-

appropriate speed which presents some risk of collision.  

Traffic management context with the objective to smooth / regulate the traffic to reduce traffic jams. 
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Environmental context when the detected pollution reaches some inacceptable thresholds. 

Time dependent context when some particular activities are frequently scheduled (e.g. schools’ exit).  

Economic context with the objective to reduce / optimize the energy being consumed by the PAC 

V2X compliant vehicle. 

7.1 Service specification 
The Road Side Unit being used may integrate sensors (cameras, radars) to assess the speed of 

approaching vehicles (see Figure 7.1), so establishing the safety context in which the PAC V2X 

compliant vehicle is moving in relation to the road topography, state and traffic situation.  

 

Figure 7.1 Contextual speed adaptation system. 

7.2 Particular Use Cases Functional Requirements 
PAFR01: The standard message being broadcasted shall include some relevant data elements being 

required by the ISO TS 17426 (Intelligent Transport System (ITS) – Cooperative Systems – Contextual 

Speed) standard). These relevant data elements will be derived from others functional requirements. 

PAFR02: The V C-ITS S receiving contextual speed information shall adapt automatically the vehicle 

speed according to received advices. This means that the standard broadcasted message shall not 

include data element related to HMI presentation.  

PAFR03: Contextual speed shall be broadcasted in the dissemination / awareness zone enabling the 

vehicle to achieve a smooth transition from its current speed to the targeted speed before entering 

the relevance zone.  
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PAFR04: Several relevance zones with different contextual speeds can be signalled to approaching 

PAC V2X compliant vehicles (see Figure 7.2). In this case, each relevance zone shall be characterized 

by one particular standard message. Several classes of vehicles with different contextual speed can 

be considered in one particular standard message associated to a given relevance zone.  

 

Figure 7.2 Example of two contextual speed relevance zone being signaled by one RSU. 

PAFR05: The standard message being broadcasted may not concern all areas covering a particular 

road. In a case of a level 3 or 4 autonomous vehicle is in use, as soon as the vehicle is leaving a 

controlled speed relevance zone, its speed control shall be given back to the driver after a clear 

information given to him.  

PAFR06: Standard Contextual Speed Messages shall be constantly broadcasted even when not 

containing some contextual speeds. In such case, the messages are providing the minimum and 

maximum speed limits applicable on the road. These speed limits can be or not automatically 

controlling the vehicle on decision of the vehicle driver or further regulation. 

PAFR07: Relevance area shall be specified as a road segment, a lane segment or a geographical zone 

being delimited by a closed polygonal line. The validity period shall also be specified for each 

relevance area (Valid from, Valid to).  

PAFR08: The authorized authority (with its policy / regulation aspects (see C-ITS data set)) adjusting 

the contextual speed shall be identified in the broadcasted standard message which shall be signed 

by the authority (dedicated certificate) and authenticated in reception.   

PAFR09: When a speed controlled relevance zone validity period has terminated, this one shall be 

automatically removed from the LDM.  
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PAFR10: Contextual speed shall be expressed in the unit (km/hour or miles/ hour) being used locally.  

7.3 Particular Use cases Operational Requirements 
PAOR01: When the V C-ITS S of a PAC V2X compliant vehicle detects an end of a controlled speed 

relevance zone (in terms of space or time), it shall inform the driver of the vehicle at least 5 seconds 

before leaving this controlled speed relevance zone in order to enable him to take back the control of 

its vehicle speed.  

PAOR02: The RSU providing contextual speed shall be positioned in the dissemination / awareness 

zone, in front of the first relevance zone being encountered by PAC V2X vehicles.  

PAOR03: The broadcasting frequency shall be sufficient enabling all PAC V2X compliant vehicles to 

receive at least one standard message per covered relevance zone, while sharing the ad-hoc local 

area network of the RSU.  

PAOR04: The frequency of message broadcasting shall be also adjusted to avoid overloading the 

used frequency channel when several relevance zones are covered by the RSU. For example, a period 

of 10 seconds between two messages related to the same relevance zone seems to be reasonable.  

PAOR05: The contextual speed information shall be broadcasted at least 5 second before the start of 

the validity period until the end of this one.  

PAOR06: The main objective of contextual speed advices / regulation is to improve the road safety. 

Consequently, standard messages including contextual speeds shall be broadcasted in the G5 Control 

Channel (CCH).  

PAOR07: In case of several sources of information providing different values of the contextual speed, 

the one having the highest level of confidence, in principle coming from the RSU, shall be the unique 

reference. 
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